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BUDGET TALKING POINTS 

o House/Senate budget conferees began meeting in earnest 
last week to try to resolve differences between the two versions 
of the 1987 spending plan. Although both meet the $144 billion 
deficit target set by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law they achieved 
that goal in different ways. The two key differences incolve 
defense spending and revenue increases. 

o The Senate budget was a bipartisan effort. 38 Republicans 
and 28 Democrats voted for the revamped Domenici-Chiles budget. 

o And . the . budget we approved is an honest, straightforward 
attempt to deal with economic realities -- not by making defense 
a whipping boy and not by tax overkill. 

o Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for the House 
budget, which the House passed yesterday 245-179. The House 
budget has a $138 billion deficit ·figure for 1987, but it was 
achieved by gutting defense spending. This budget decreases 1987 
spending authority to $285 billion from the administration's 
original $320 billion request. 

· _,.. -i·,):'r- _ • -~~~ _ - . "' · • ~-~- • ,..._,_ .,.'l-r - ~· -~--:.- j'',.~ ~·-" :· /,.;"':'~:-~r::,. v; 
o Many think :the ·senate went ·too·"far '" wnen !t ··r~duced defense 

to $301 billion -- but the House's $285 billion level is totally 
irresponsible and totally unrealistic. 

o The Senate faced up to the promise it made to deficit 
reduction when it passed Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. We did not turn 
our back on the budget process, we were not willing to roll the 
dice and hope that the Gods will save us from sequester. Now, 
it's up to the House to be responsible as well. 

o It is in every one's best interest to get a budget 
resolution in place so that Congress can complete work on all of 
its fiscal business, from appropriations bills, to deficit 
reduction, to tax reform. 
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o The Senate's budget, though far from perfect, is a far 
superior product than the House plan. 

o First, our defense budget though $19 billion below the 
administration's request, and below the level I would like to 
see, is at least responsible. 

o Second, unlike the House we made substantial reductions in 
non-defense spending. In 1987 alone, we saved an additional $8.7 
billion in these programs -- and over the next three years, these 
program reforms will yield $25 billion in savings. 

o Finally, we reluctantly agreed to revenue increase of 
$10.6 billion in 1987, $45 billion over three years. These 
revenue increases could be handled without raising taxes. And 
there is the possibility we could use a surplus from tax reform 
for this purpose. 

o With the exception of defense, I think the differences 
between the House and Senate budgets are fairly narrow and should 
be easy to resolve. The defense issue, is critical. however, and 
the Senate leadership, including Senate Budget Committee Chairman 
Domenici, have pledged to the President that we will do 
everything - in our power to hold to the Senate's defense spending 
level. 

. .. ,... '. ......... . - -- , ...... 
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May 29, 1986 

PASSIVE LOSS LIMITATION 

EXCEPTION FOR OIL AND GAS WORKING INTERESTS 

o The Finance Committee bill contains an exception from the 
passive loss limitation rule for "working interests in oil and 
gas properties". 

0 

0 

~ ·. 

0 

First, I would like to clear up a misconception in the, ·reports · 
by the media. There was no threat to kill - the tax reform · 
effort if this modification were not adopted. This 
modification was included in this bill just like any other 
modification -- a majority of the Committee thought it was a 
good idea and voted for it. 

The passive loss limitation rule is the provision that has 
been described as the "anti-tax shelter" provision. This 
provision raises approximately $50 billion over five years by 
telling investors in tax shelters that they can use deductions 
gep,erated .fro,m these .. '..i.~y;e._s~ments to .offset · income .gene~.ated· by 
these ·types of investments, but they cannot use these · 
deductions to offset other income such as salary or wages. 

The working interest exception recognizes the economic reality 
that some oil and gas projects are structured differently than 
real estate or other types of investment. 

o Those of us who voted for this exception believe that when an 
individual enters into a joint venture to drill an oil well 
and agrees that he will be jointly and severally liable for 
any and all costs that may result, he is in the active · 
business of oil drilling. He is not just a passive investor 
who only has limited liability. 

o Working interest holders receive detailed explanations of 
proposed expenditures before they are incurred and they have 
the ability to challenge the specifics and to put up funds or 
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not. They are truly in the business whether or not they actually operate the drilling rig. 

o In contrast, if an individual is a limited partner in a so-called oil fund, under the Senate bill he will be treated just like other passive investors and the loss limitations will apply. 

o The working interest exception represents $1.4 billion out of $50 billion raised the passive loss limitation. It is .clear that the exception does not materially reduce the value of the general rule. 

o In fact, the working interest exception has almost exactly the same revenue impact as the 3-year extension of the targeted jobs credit which we agreed to the same evening we agreed to the working. interest rule. I have not seen any stories . about the $1.3 billion loss attributable to these credits. 
0 

,, 
Similarly, the research and development credit was extended for 4 years at $1 billion per ,year. It is an ,·incentive~i: .. not, ·an ·economic cost, but no one has written about that. No one has discussed the credit for historic and other older buildings which cost $2 billion per year and have been the basis for countless tax shelters • 

-f ~:~ :: ;;, 

1' 
1 

I , 
, *Jt 
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May 29, 1986 

Tax Reform and Real Estate 

• There has been a lot of talk about the impact of tax 
reform on the real estate industry. The important thing to 
remember is that tax reform doesn't touch the most important 
tax breaks that benefit real estate: the mortgage interest 
deduction for first and second homes, and the capital gains 
rollover for sale of a principal residence (as well as the 
capital gains exclusion for those over SS). 

• In the period 1986-1990, these tax benefits--together 
with deductibility of property taxes on owner-occuppied homes--
total a revenue loss of $28S billion under current law.· 

1• None .of these bene·fi ts is taken away under the Finance Committee 
·· :t.i~ tax reform 'bill. , 

. '. •"::.~-· ... 
. IMl:\'ilt .... .. ... . ·•·. 

:r 
! ~ •·. 

~- ... 

• Of course, it is true that lowering tax rates dramatically 
reduces the benefits from existing tax privileges. But that, 
after all, is the whole point of tax reform: tQ return 
to a tax system that is simpler; fairer, and protects the average 
taxpayer in preference to those who can exploit special tax breaks. 

• The much lower rates in the Senate bill--15\ and 27\--
automatically take a lot of the juice out .of ._ tax shelters, by · 
·reducing the after-tax· benefit of investing·.,-.:in·~,a~ she~ ter-:.:1.if'!.>-···F~1''«..-::~"'->-·:r .··. 
All we've done is go one step further-, :-- -. and explicitly .. _limit· : . 
those tax shelter activities we think lack . economic justification. 

• That's the new limit on passive losses: we don't let you 
use losses from inactive investments to offset income from 
other sources. Why? So we can discourage purely tax-motivated 
transactions, and ensure that investments · are made based on 
their real economic merit. Th.at' s good for the economy . as a 
whole, including _the real estate sector. 

• The real estate industry itself is divided on the ~ issue of 
tax reform. A number of major developers--including Oliver Carr, 
one of the biggest developers in Washington D.C.--have endorsed 
the Senate tax reform bill, because they hope. it will reduce 
wasteful overbuilding and help target construction to where the 
marketplace dictates. 

• Whenever you make major changes like this tax reform, 
you are bound to upset a lot of people who have relied on the · 
old rules. Real estate investors are not alone in this. But 
it was that concern which led me to press for a pliase-in of 
the new passive loss limitations over a 4-year period. The door 
is not, of course, closed to further changes if an equitable 
case can be made--we're willing to talk, and everyon~ expects 
the conference committee to address many of these concerns. 

·~ 
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• No doubt about it, tax reform will force a lot of people 
to rearrange their investments. Even the change in depreciation 
rules for real estate--moving up to· 27 1/2 years for residential and 31 1/2 years for ~ommercial--will have some impact. We 
will try to make the transition as smooth as possible, but 
remember that if we didn't have to upset some applecarts, we wouldn't be talking about tax reform in the first place. 

• Finally, notre that the Finance Committee bill keeps in 
place the credit for rehabilitating older properties (although 
at a reduced rate) and creates a new credit for low-income housing. No one is closing the door en tax-favored real estate investment. 

-.. "'· .. ._.· 
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May 15, 1986 

Tax Reform in the Senate 

o The Senate Finance Committee has done the country proud by 
producing the most far-reaching tax reform bill in history: 
and approving it by an overwhelming 20-0 vote. They said we couldn't beat the special interests--they were wrong. 

o Tax reform in the Senate means the lowest income tax rates 
since 1931. The new rates are 15% up to $29,300 in income 
(joint returns), and 27% above that income level. On the 
corporate side, the rate is 33%. 

0 It . al.so mean8 ~ significant tax reductions for. working ,i>e?ple •J•. • .,:, 
in Allerica, ·particularly the lowest-income wage-earners. 6 
million low-income.Americans will be taken off the tax rolls 
comtletely as a result of tax reform. The personal exemption wil go up to $1,900 in 1987 and $2,000 in 1988. The 
standard d~uction will go up to $5,000 for joint returns. 

' . . 

o Taxpayerawi~h incomes of $10,000 or leas get a 62t tax . 
reductionr ·between $10,000 and $20,000, an 181; tax reduction: between $30,·000 and $40,000, a SI reductlonr and between $40,000 and $50,000, a 6.51 . reduction. · · . . 

, " ''·' .~,;, , ,.,- :(~:~:\•'..:• .' '·~:''J'.~~'"·.1',<",}•.\~ , , ; <~ ... ,,,_,,_::;,1;..__,-:..,;.ir-!'. · , · ·; -· "::~;;,. i!'" ,. '\:·:N:·:·(. ~':/.(~_-, :'::t';~ t:~~~;;,!>c~'\· :. ·'5:.;,~ '"-
0 · These . ~ow, :.:l,ow .. :.tax .rat~• are .-made_ .. possible l>Y:: :,l·:ma.jor~. ; .. ::_.-..• ~1"'> ''~·~ :>. crackdo'f'D on unjustified tax ahelt;ers for . the ·.rich, .. ~nd : ~ : ,,. '-~- .: eliainating many deductions, exemptions, credits1:~.and' the . 

like. But llOrtgage interest, charitable contributions, and 
State and local income and property taxes remaill.! ·fully :._ · ,. 
deductible. The casualty loss deduction will rea'l.n subject 
to a 10 percent floor and the medical expenses deduction will 
be subject to a similar floor. · 

o A stiff new minimum tax ensures that no wealthy individual or corporation can avoid paying their fari share of •tax. 
Productive for the economy 

o This bill achieves, in a big way, the major economic goal of 
tax reform: establishing a 'level playing field' by taking 
the juice out of special tax breaks. If we can get this bill 
signed into law, people will be able to make their financial 
and economic decisions without worrying so much about tax 
consequences--and that's a very healthy thing for the 
economy. 

0 In addition, the Senate bill creates a much healthier climate for investment and productivity than the House-passed bill. ,, 
Depreciation allowances are'more realistic, and more neutral 
among various industries than under the House bill. 
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o Simply put, lower tax rates for all taxpayers are bound to 
take the premium out of planning your finances for the 
purpose of tax avoidance. And getting rid of some long-
standing tax differentials--like capital gains rates, 
deductions for most interest payments, and dropping the 
investment credit--advances the same goal. From now on, 
straight marketplace judgment is what counts most--not 
creative tax accounting. 

Last step in the process 

o The new high-water mark on tax reform represe~ted in the _., 
Finance Committee bill is the culmination of year.a ' of hard 
work in reducing and stabilizing tax rates and broadening the 
tax base. The groundwork for tax reform was laid in 1981 
when, under my Chairmanship, the Finance Committee led the 
way for President Reagan's tax-rate cuts and initiated tax 
indexing to keep those lower rates in place, regardless of 
inflaion. 

o The next step was to resort to closing loopholes, improving 
compliance, and removing special preferences as a way to ~ . ·_,;. ,.. 
raise revenue, . rather than re-imposing .high tax .. . rates on .·,·,~~., · . . , ., 

··working Americans~ · That was done -- in .bath 1982 .'.and . 19~4 .un~E!rL~·>J~ 
the Dole Finance Comili t tee. · . · - · ·· · -~~, ~-. · . . · . . · 

o The net effect of this was to point the way to a lower-rate, 
broader-based, fairer and more productive tax system. Tax 
indexing and accelerated depreciation were sort of like the 
Gramm-Rudman of the tax cOde: they force us to make choices 
we ought to have been making all along, and to face the fact 
that our tax code had become a maze of special preferences 
and privileges that had outlived their usefulness. 

o Now let's finish the job: and achieve true tax reform for 
all Americans. 
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May 6, 1986 

Finance Committee Tax Reform Bill 

o There will be only two rates for individuals: 15% and 27%. 
This will cut the top rate almost in half: 

o BO\ of Americans will have a top rate no higher than 15%: 

o This will be the lowest individual top rate since 1931. 

0 

0 

0 

Approximately 6 'million of .the worldnq poor'· will be moved off 
the Federal income tax rolls: 

A family of four making up to $13,000, $530 above. the poverty 
line, will pay no Federal income taxes: 

Fairness is restored to the _tax system through touqh anti-
shelterinq and minimum tax rules. While siqnificantly 
reducing Federal income tax rates, the proposal also permits 
the followinq . deductions.: . · · 

·.·~. ··: , .. ; .. ,~ . :. ~·,>./.~.;"· ~;:,~ -; ::~ ;~··~:·~··.?:;~~;-·;I~ :·.-·;; .. :.·:· ·· · ·.- . : -.._• :'.'._~~: ;·", ~· .··:~:.-:..-.. :-.:~~.,~ ·.::: ~~ .•. -
Home . 11ort9a9e · interestr . .· :·- __ .. _,, :::_;;;, .. 

- '.: .~.:·.:.: ·< '::..:~ ·; :: .\.·-. ::. .·. ~ - ·· " 
State and local income taxes:" 

State and local property taxes: 

State and local personal property taxes: 

Charitable contributions for itemizers. 

The following benefits will be retained and/or increased: 

Standard deduction for single, joint and head of 
household taxpayers--increased; 

Personal exemption--increased to $2,000; 

$600 standard deduction for the elderly and blind; 

Earned income tax credit for lower income 
taxpayers--increased; 

Child care credits--retained. 
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How is all of this paid for? 

By closing corporate loopholes and special tax 
privileges--approximately $105 billion: 

By eliminating the ability of individuals to avoid 
paying taxes by using tax shelters--$50 billion: A 
4-year transition rule applies to alleviate short-
term disruption, and working interests are not 
subject to the passive loss limitations where an 
individual has unlimited liability. 

By 'eliminating individual capital gain exclusion--
$220 billion: 71' of which is presently claimed by 
individuals earning over $200,000: (The tax rate on 
long-term capital gains will still be b.~low the 28 
percent maximum rate in effect before 1981.) 

By imposing a stiff minimum tax on individuals and 
corporations assuring that wealthy individuals and 
profitable corporations will have tO (pay some tax--
$40 billion. 

o ··. Making future '. 'IRA'«~ontributions ava'ilable~orti~f;t6~·?ti\C>lf~ :iJ16'f?IF''''·:''': "·· 
'covered by pension plans (otlier than:.'.a?Ci"a.l · securityl--~30, , . . 
billion. Individuals covered by a pension plan can stl11 · · 
make nondeductible IRA contributions and take advantage of 
tax deferral on the income from his/her investment • 

The proposal sets a top corporate rate of 33,, down from a top 
rate of 46' under current law • 

No changes are made to current law excise taxes. 

/' 
... ~ 

8}!~ 
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May 9, 1986 

.Indiv.ldual Retirement Accounts 

Se~ator Packwood's 25\ proposal included repeal of IRA's for 
everyone. Ria 27\ proposal as it was adopted by the Finance 
Committ.ee includes m.y suggestion to retain fully deductible 
IRA'a for people who are not covered by pension plans. This 
change meant that the proposal would raise $19 billion less 
over 5 years than full repeal. 

. .. 
o Senator ·Chafee'• amendment which the Committee adopted 

broadened IRA'• a little aore by allowing individual• who are 
covered by pension plana to make nondeductible IRA 
contribution•. The incoae earned ·on these inveataents would 

-· ·remain tax-deferred until it i• withdrawn from the IRA. · 

0 

.. \ . 

0 

The Chafee aaendaent coat $1.6 billion over five yea~•~ Of 
courae, aince the •tnaide ·.build~p'·:·Jtill ·grow ove:r .the y~ara, 
the: re~enue · co•t.. in . tll~ .• fut.ut:• .... w.1~1--:-'~ · ·auba~an~ally g~eater • . 

~· .. _, · ....... ~;: , ~:~;: :~·,;~;~,_,~:_"-·.<."~ •'~,~-··'.'; ·'·<.i;;;.;_.~ .. : -~~f ; ::.1• "•'.?: ;~_ .. :· .. ·· .. :: ..... ·:· .. ~~:--:: .. :; ;..~: ~- . ~ --.- ~: ,:· .. •. ·' Th•••' change~··,-'.'.tller~fore'l."!1-estor~~o-i•r; f.20:::t>iiioa :·,of·'.i;~he : ;$46 ;. : "' ,, . 
· •billion .. tllat·'tifou1d hllve be'en· .. ga;t.a•d · ~bY ·rep.·i1f:of. -IRA'• ·· :··. · · >. :· 
altogether. · · · 

Misconceptions 

0 

0 

Indi.viduals who now have IRA•• will be able tc;> keep the 
amounts they have already invested without any change in tax 
effect. They will also be able to contribute up to $2,000 
e~ch. year ($2,250 for IRA'• with a spousal feature) in the 
future. The only difference is that only individuals not 
covered by a pension plan will be able to take a deduction 
for the contribution. In every case, income earned on 
amounts invested in an IRA will remain tax-free until they 
are withdrawn from the IRA. 

There has been much discussion about the loss of the 
deduction for some individuals. Two things seem to have been 
ignored in the debate so far. First, 80 percent of all 
families will have their tax rate reduced to 15 percent. At 
this rate, the deduction on a maximum $2,000 contribution is 
worth only $300. With the low rate, double personal 
exemption and larger standard deduction, virtuaily all these 
taxpayers will have a substantial tax cut despite the loss of 
an IRA deduction. Of course, many people do not contribute 
the maximum $2, 000 and the deduction is even' less important 
for them. 
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o Second~ the value of the tax-deferral on the income earned in 
IRA's is the most significant feature from a tax-saving point 
of view.· That ·feature is still retained in every case. 

o In addition, I should point out that more and more employers 
are adding 40l(k) plans as part of the pension package they 
offer to their•employees. 

0 40l(k) plans are equiv~lent to IRA's in tax effect except 
that the aaxiaum annual contribution is $7,000. I expect 
that, if the Finance Committee's IRA rules are included in 
the.legislation sent to the President, the rate of new 40l(k) 
plans will accelera~e • . 

0 If I•• ri9ht on thi•,.we basically have a fight not about 
the level of retirement· savings, but about who hold• these 
aavlnga. Will it be the banks and insurance companie• who 
adlliniater pension plans or the banks, mutual funds, and 
other financial institutions who sell IRA's? 

, · ·• . 
~juat~ 

Gros• ·Incoae 
(1983 figures) 

Below .$10,000 
$10,000-$19,999 
$20, 000-$29, 999 
$30,000-$39,999 
$40,000-$49,999 
$50, 00'()··$74, 999 
$75, 000~$~9, 99.9. 
$100,000 and up 

· Who Takes the IRA D9duction 

. -~· . ' ·~:' 

·(Percentages Rounded) 

Perce.nt 
of All 'l'ax 

Returns 

36.0t 
25.6 
16.8 
10.8 

5.3 
3.7 
.a 
.a 

. . ~ :.~ 

.;.:_. 
• "!' -~ 

;:"<:~- .~,· -.. '< :·~/'-~-..-;2~ .-:--~~~.~~-l-t~·: t~ : .. ~ .. ..... -:. :. 

- · ~ : eercelit'' : • -~ · 
of All IRA. 
Deductions 

3.2t 
11.2 
18.7 
21.1 
17.4 
18.0 
5.2 
5.1 
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May 9, 1986 

TAX RATES 

o The'individual·tax rates in the Finance Committee bill are 15 
and 27 percent. 80 percent of families will be in the 15 
percent bracket. 

o To make sure that wealthier taxpayers do not receive a 
disproportionate tax cut, the benefits of the 15 percent . 
bracket and of the increased personal exemption are phased 
out for high income taxpayers • 

Recapture of Benefit of the 15\ Bracket 

Q . 

.o 

The benefit of the 15 percent rate bracket is recaptured for 
taxpayer• filing joint returns who have incomes over $75,000. 
Thi• i• done by a gradual phase-in so that the dollar value · 
of the lower rate i• not entirely lost unless the taxpayer 
baa liore than $145,320 in income~ . · . 

'.f • ,.\- ./;·.· . r;.~ ;·;· ··' · · ~f ,'!i:~ ;,. !: ~~ 

'l'h• ~rovi•ioa:.·:1. · drafted a• a . pbasMat to avoi·4 ~ '4iat~~.~· '~al~: .... <~.< : · a •cliff• • . We did not think it would be fair to-·tell' ·:. -·· ··: ; .. -:-. · :: <: 
taxpayer• who have $75,001 of income to pay tax ·on: :a11 ··of· it · 
at the 27\ rate, while taxpayer• with $74,999 ·in income pay 

· tax at the 15 percent rate • 

o However., the way it · i• drafted gives co-entatora an 
opportunity to say that the •marginal• tax rate for families 

·between $75,000 and $145,320 is 32 percent instead of 27 
percent. . . 

o The important thing to remember is that their effective tax 
rate · never will exceed 2'7 percent and that, even at 32 
percent, the rate is below the 38 percent in the House bill 
and 35 percent in the President's proposals. 

(N.B. The phaseout for single taxpayers begins at $45,000.) 

Phaseout of Personal Exemption 

o The Committee bill phases out the personal exemption for 
families between $145,320 and $185,320. 

0 I understand that the ef fec~ of this is to raise the marginal 
rate for these taxpayers to 28 percent, although, as I 
mentioned earlier, the effective rate never .exceeds 27 
percent. '~ 

It'} 
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o However, for taxpayers in this income range, the rate is 
significantly less than the SO percent rate in current law, 
as well as the rates proposed by the President and passed by 
the House. 

o · Some will argue that the Finance Committee bill raises the 
tax rate on long-term capital gains too much. I can 
understand "their concern, but over 70 percent of the benefit 
from ·the capital gains exclusion is taken by individuals 
making over $250,000 a year. These taxpayers will have a tax 
rate of 27 percent. That should be sufficient. 

~ :. :.:::: .. : 
..... ..,:~~<;r ·.;. ._ .~;. ~-''f~': ::. ·:~ .. -.:~···.;;~ \{~· 

. · .. ' 
. . -.. _. .. 

...... 

.~. 
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SALES TAX DEDUCTION 

o The total repeal of state and local taxes would have raised 
approximately $160 billion over 5 years against the rates in 
the Finance Committee bill. Repeal of the sales tax raises 
$17 billion over the same period. Therefore, it is fair to 
say that substantially all the state and local tax deduction 
has been retained. 

o I strongly supported this historic tax reform bill despite 
reservations about the loss of the sales tax deduction. 
Obviously I care a lot about the people of Kansas: and 
Kansas gets over 23' of its tax revenue from general sales 
tax. 

o But to look only at the sales tax issue iwould really be 
letting the tail wag the dog. Thia tax package provides 
dramatic relief for individuals, and the potential for a big 
boost to the economy as a whole. Leaving people with much 
lower marginal rates, more pocket money, and better job 
opportunities is bound to make the task of raising revenue at 
least somewhat easier for State and local governments. 

o Alao on the plua aide for State and local .. government•, '.those 
•.' Statea'''~that .copy.-the Pedera1: income ''tax' b~ll·; ca1r ·-get','.a ''r: ·f\/i''"'\'''''' -·; 

· -aub-.tantial "'revenue ibc)ost froaa'·the -extenliive base-broac!~in9 
measures included in the tax reform bill. 

o Nearly all individuals use the sales tax tables rather than 
actually keeping sales tax receipts throughout the year .- and 
counting them up when they are ready to prepare their 
returns. This means that states and localities should not 
expect any significant change in buying patterns and, 
therefore, no significant change in sales tax revenue. 

o I supported retaining the full state and local tax deduction 
when we were talking about a maximum rate of 35,. However, 
with a maximum rate of 27% and 80% of individuals in the 15' 
bracket, the sales tax deduction is less important. 

o To keep that magic 27% top rate, we're going to have to work 
hard to keep the Finance Committee bill intact. That means 
anyone who wants to restore the sales tax deduction will have 
to come up with a credible revenue-raising alternative -- and 
that's increasingly difficult to do. 

I 
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